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Introduction

Partial excavations of a ringfort at Annakisha, Co. Cork yielded a single piece of slag (005:1)  (Ó 

Drisceoil 2013: 19). It was the only find recovered from one of the primary deposits, which had 

form through silting, of the enclosing ditch. 

Description and interpretation

The piece is a thick, bun-shaped cake of rather dense slag weighing 514g (Pl. 1). The bun shape 

would strongly suggest that this is a smithing hearth cake, a characteristic waste product of early 

iron smithing.  The cake  is  rather  unusual  due to  its  thickness  and its  upper  crust  appears  less 

oxidised and contains less trapped air bubbles than the underlying slag. The piece is possibly a 

double smithing hearth cake: two cakes fused together when an earlier piece was left in the hearth 

which was then used a second time. A single or a double cake, the weight would suggest secondary 

iron smithing rather than primary bloomsmithing, which is generally characterised by larger cakes. 

The upper crust also has a small upstanding lip on one side (Pl. 2). This very likely indicates the 

part of the smithing hearth cake closest to the ceramic tuyere, which would partially melt during 

smithing  and  lose  material  to  the  slag.  Ceramic  tuyeres  would  be  typically  associated  with 

blacksmithing activities in the period proposed for the ringfort at Annakisha, i.e. seventh to eight 

century  (Dolan 2012: 118).

Conclusions

The  piece  of  slag  recovered  from Anakisha  ringfort  is  recognizable  as  a  (potentially  double) 

smithing hearth cake. As only about 50% of the ringfort was excavated, it is unclear if this single 

slag piece indicates occasional smithing activities or if it is a stray piece forming part of a larger 

assemblage of ironworking residues in the non-excavated part of the structure or elsewhere closeby.
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Plates

Pl. 1 Smithing hearth cake (005:1) from Annakisha, Co. Cork, from above

Pl. 2. Smithing hearth cake (005:1) from Annakisha, Co. Cork, showing upstanding lip


